In the present paper we discuss various forms of the generThe minimization of the free energy of a two-phase system with alized Laplace equation which are valid for interfaces with an interface of arbitrary curvature leads to an extremum (Laplace) variable curvature and for an arbitrary choice of dividing condition containing the pressure difference, DP, between the two surface between the two bulk phases. This rather complete sides of the interface. The expression for DP is a function of the surface-thermodynamic background is needed, especially The overall free energy, F, of the interface plus the adjacromechanical expressions, for surface excess quantities.
INTRODUCTION
its equilibrium shape. Let the infinitesimal deformation vecThe reader no doubt recognizes that the proper way to tor be proceed when deriving the equilibrium condition for an interface consists in minimizing the free energy, F, of the interdR Å s / cn,
[1] face and its ambient bulk phases. The exact choice of this free energy, F, depends on the actual properties of the system where s Å s 1 a 1 / s where the first integral represents the pV -work and where, In terms of s and c the above variations may be written (6) apart from the term zdb, the integrand of the second integral is identical to the expression for the infinitesimal work of surface deformation given by Gibbs (8 [7] interface are constant throughout the interface so that there is no surface diffusion, and finally also for the mixed case, as shown in the Appendix. For completely rigid solid surfaces, Further, U S Å a 1 a 1 / a 2 a 2 (where a a Å Ìr/Ìu a are basis however, Eq. [2] reduces to vectors on the surface) is the surface identity tensor and q, the surface deviatoric tensor, is defined by the relation dF Å ͐͐ S (gda / zdb)dS [3] b Å HU S / Dq. [8] because then we have to set c, dH, and dD equal to zero Here, by definition, b Å 0Ç S n is the curvature tensor (or everywhere. This special case was treated earlier by Eriksson second fundamental tensor) of the interface. Since the princi-(9) and by Rusanov (10) .
pal axes of the tensor b are identical to the principal axes In Eq. [2] above, DP is the pressure difference between of curvature, the same must hold for the tensor q as follows the two sides of the interface, H Å 1 2 (c 1 / c 2 ) the mean directly from its definition. These tensors obey the orthogocurvature, and D Å 1 2 (c 1 0 c 2 ) the deviatoric curvature, c 1 nality relations and c 2 being the principal curvatures of the surface. All the variations, da, db, dH, and dD are local, i.e., they are functions of the curvilinear surface coordinates (u 1 and u 2 ) with U S :U S Å 2; q:q Å 2; U S :q Å 0.
[9] the following meaning: da is the relative dilatation of the dividing surface element dS, and db is the shearing deformation, while dH and dD are the local variations of H and D, Since b is, of course, diagonal in the basis of the principal respectively. Further, g is the ordinary (thermodynamic) curvatures (which are, in fact, the diagonal components, surface tension, z the surface density of shearing free energy, b a a of the curvature tensor b), Eq. [8] tells us that the tensor while B and U are quantities related to the local bending q is also diagonal in the basis of the principal curvatures. moments of the interface which are defined below.
This constitutes a certain limitation of the generality of Eq. [2] , since the latter is based on the assumption that the rate The sign conventions for the curvatures c 1 and c 2 , and the of deformation tensor, d, can be written in the form 2 pressure difference DP between the two sides of the interface are related to the direction of the surface normal, n, which, as a rule, is assumed to be the outward normal in ddt å Ç S dR å Ç S s 0 cb Å 1 2 daU S / 1 2 dbq [10] the case of a surfactant aggregate. This means that the surface normal is directed toward the phase on the (predominantly) convex side of the interface. Further, since according to differential geometry, 2H Å 0Ç S rn, where Ç S Å a a (Ì/ which, in turn, requires d to be diagonal in the basis of the principal curvatures. For symmetry reasons, however, this Ìu a ) is the surface gradient operator, it follows, e.g., that H requirement is automatically satisfied in the case of cylindri-Å 0(1/R 1 / 1/R 2 )/2 (where R 1 and R 2 are curvature radii).
cal and spherical surfactant aggregates. Further, we note that More generally we adopt the convention that the curvatures Eqs. [4] and [5] follow from the definitions da Å U S :ddt c i are negative when the corresponding principal curves of and db Å q:ddt. Equations [6] and [7] were derived by normal section are convex toward the phase to which the Eliassen (4) (Eq. [7] implicitly). surface normal is pointing, and we define DP as the pressure jump when crossing the interface in the direction of the surface normal. This definition is the opposite of the more intuitive definition of DP, as, e.g., the pressure difference The equilibrium condition, dF Å 0 at constant T and over-We next introduce the surface bending moment tensor all volume V can now be written (irrespective of whether the system is closed, partially closed or completely open) where we have introduced the surface tension tensor 
[17] y)dx. For this very reason, the argument invoked by Neogi and Friberg (11) is false and their resulting DP expression of restricted validity. The same criticism is implicitly valid
The expression within brackets in the first integral of Eq. also for the derivation of an expression for DP by Melrose [17] represents the tangential force acting on the surface (3) using parallell displacements.
element dS, and the expression within brackets in the second We now make use of a divergence theorem for curved integral represents the corresponding normal force. These surfaces due to Green, Gauss, and Ostrogradsky (cf. Weathexpressions are, in fact, nothing else than the functional erburn (12) ) and obtain derivatives dF/ds(r) and dF/dc(r), respectively, with r denoting the coordinate of the surface element.
The scalar surface tension g is related to the tensor g S in the following way:
[18] where C denotes the boundary curve which limits the interface and where the last term in the last integral containing where g 1 and g 2 (or more precisely g 1 1 and g 2 2 ) are the 2H vanishes because g S is a tensor in the tangent plane of principal components of g S . In an analogue way the shearing the surface. The unit vector m is perpendicular both to the tension is given by the relation tangent of the boundary curve and to the normal vector of the surface at the boundary and it is directed outward. Thus,
[19]
͐͐ S g S :Ç S sdS From Eq. [16] we directly obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations for the variational problem with respect to the varia- [14] tions s and c. First, following section, g S in this expression will have to be re-
placed by yet another surface tension tensor, s S . The meaning of the bending moment expression mrM S which is the condition for lateral equilibrium, and, second, is most simply understood if, for example, we assume that the vector m is directed along the basis vector a 2 in the The above considerations are of particular importance in Upon choosing the surface of tension as the dividing sur-connection with bicontinuous microemulsions and so-called face for an isotropic interface with constant curvature, Eq. L 3 phases with internal interfacial structures resembling in- [21] reduces to the familiar form DP Å 2Hg.
finite periodic minimal surfaces. The question about the external closure of such a lattice is, however, unsolved so far (cf. Ref. (13)).
THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Let us now consider the integrals over the boundary, C,
ON THE CHOICE OF THE FREE ENERGY FUNCTION
occurring in Eq. [17] :
The correct thermodynamic analysis of a system consists of two indispensable steps. First, the boundaries of the sys-
tem must be carefully defined; i.e., it must be prescribed which parts of the universe that belong to the system and [22] which do not. Second, the nature of the system must be clarified and it should be clearly stated which of the (independent) thermodynamic variables that are to be held conThese integrals will, of course, be equal to zero if Ç S c, c, and s all vanish on the boundary. stant and which will be allowed to vary. Surprisingly, these rather self-evident rules are often overlooked in the literaThe coefficients in front of these variables in the integrals over the boundary represent the forces or bending moments ture.
For a interface with components that are soluble in the acting on the boundary. Thus, mrg S in principle yields the stretching force acting on the boundary in the tangent plane adjacent bulk phases (as is often the case), the interface has to be treated as a completely open system, for which, at of the surface (not necessarily directed along m), while (Ç S rM S )rm yields the force in the direction of the surface equilibrium, the chemical potentials are kept constant. Further, if the pressure on the two sides of the interface are not normal at the boundary, and, finally, mrM S yields the bending moment acting on the boundary.
equal, a small displacement of the interface will always be accompanied by mechanical PV -work. In order to account If any of these forces (moments) is equal to zero on the whole boundary (or part of it) this means that the corre-for this, the system definition cannot be limited to the interface itself but portions of the bulk phases on both sides of sponding variation can be let free on the same part of the boundary. This is what is referred to in variational calculus the interface must also be included. Assuming the entire system to be an open one such that matter can pass through as natural boundary conditions.
The expression mrg S for the stretching force is a two-its borders, we can, without limitation, claim that it has a constant volume. It now follows that the variables to be dimensional analogue to the expression srn Å nrs in the three-dimensional case for the force acting at a planar surface held constant are m i , T, and V which are the characteristic variables of the grand canonical ensemble. The appropriate with the unit normal vector n, and s being the bulk stress tensor. However, for reasons to be further discussed in a potential is thus the grand potential, V å F 0 ͚ i N i m i , of the interface plus those parts of the bulk phases that belong
On the other hand, if there is no exchange at all of matter and between the interfacial system and the adjacent bulk phases, the appropriate free energy to invoke is the overall Helm-
In this case the appropriate variables are N i , T, and V.
[32] For partially open interfacial systems the appropriate free energy to consider is a mixed V-potential/Helmholtz free This is just another way of writing the minimum free energy energy where the V-potential part refers to the soluble and condition for the interface. It is easily shown (7) that Eq. the Helmholtz free energy part to the insoluble components.
[32] agrees with the corresponding generalized Laplace equation derived by Boruvka and Neumann (5) brane.
DIFFERENT KINDS OF SURFACE TENSIONS
showing that the surface tension g generally depends on the The local work of deformation per unit surface may be mean and deviatoric curvatures, H and D. Accordingly, by written (2) way of definition
Apart from the term zdb, this expression was already proand posed by Gibbs (8) . Gibbs tacitly assumed that g 1 Å g 2 which yields z Å 0, that probably holds for most ordinary
[26] surfactant interfaces in the liquid state (as opposed to the gel state) but not necessarily for interfaces of a more compliSwitching to the Gaussian curvature
cated structure such as biological membranes or, for that as independent variable instead of the deviatoric curvature, part, rubber membranes and solid surfaces. Here, g is the D, we can write Eq. [24] in the form employed by Markin usual (thermodynamic) surface tension. et al. (14) When the dividing surface is chosen to be coincident with the surface of tension (s.o.t.), the tensor g S will actually
[27] yield the ''hydrostatic'' mechanical tensions in the tangential plane of the surface. However, especially with the comparatively thick interfaces encountered in surfactant aggregates, where the use of the s.o.t. is mostly nonfeasible. The reason for this is that for these thick interfaces the s.o.t. is usually
[28] located far away from any natural choice of the dividing surface such as the hydrocarbon/water interface, and someThe coefficients B, U and C 1 , C 2 are interrelated through times even the calculation of the position of the s.o.t. reprethe relationships sents a complicated mathematical problem in its own right. Under such circumstances the s.o.t. concept is rather useless
[29] for practical purposes. At other dividing surfaces than the s.o.t. the ''hydrostatic''
[30] tensions in the tangential plane of the surface at a given where c 1 and c 2 are the two principal curvatures of the surThe relation between s and g has been worked out by face. Thus, even if s 1 and s 2 were both equal to zero, the Gurkov and Kralchevsky (16) . The result is that the infini-bending moment alone might give rise to a DP different tesimal work of surface deformation amounts to from zero, just as a construction beam can accept a distributed load although there is no longitudinal tension in the
beam. On the other hand, if s 1 Å s 2 , and if M S is constant we recover the usual Laplace equation.
From the argument above it should be clear that the pure stretching force acting on the boundary should equal mrs S and not mrg S . A comparison with the previous expression [33] for dw S Finally, we note that Eq.
[21] can also be written then shows that
where
may be termed the curvature pressure, and we have
[40]
[46] where M 1 and M 2 (or more exactly M 1 1 and M 2 2 ) are the principal values of the bending moment tensor M S which is The curvature pressure is zero at the surface of tension where diagonal in the basis of the principal curvatures, i.e., in the the tensor components M 1 and M 2 vanish. However, as was principal axes of the curvature tensor, b.
pointed out above, to employ the surface of tension as dividThe basic reason for the difference between g S and s S is ing surface is generally inconvenient for surfactant aggreapparent already from the expression [33] for dw S above gates and surfactant-laden interfaces. which shows that dw S Å gda only holds if db, dH, and dD are equal to zero, i.e., if H and D are kept constant. This
FURTHER DIGRESSION
means that a curved surface should result from the dilatation,
ON THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
which implies that the different layers of the interface parallel to the dividing surface will be stretched to different deVariational Derivation of the Young Equation grees, or differently stated, a dilatation is always accompanied by bending which gives rise to the extra terms in the When deriving Eqs.
[20] and [21] we used variations at expression for s, which may also be written fixed boundaries, i.e., we set s Å 0, c Å 0, and Ç S c Å 0 at the contour C in Eq. [17] . The next step is to derive the
[41] respective boundary conditions by using variations at movable boundaries. This time we start by considering a meniscus attached to It is obvious that 1 2 (M 1 c 1 / M 2 c 2 )da is the work of bending variations Ç S c, 1, and l must be equal to zero. As Ç S c represents the change of meniscus slope at the contact line at a fixed position of the contact line, one has trÇ S c Å 0, mrÇ S c x 0.
[52] 
showing that the curvature tensor, b, must be diagonal in where e z is the unit vector along the vertical and t is the the basis formed by the vectors m and t at the contact line. running tangent to the contact line; 1 and l denote two
In other words, we can write independent infinitesimal displacements. dR has a zero projection along the normal to the cylinder. Note also that
[ 
[51]
To have dF Å 0, the expressions multiplying the independent For the mechanical meaning of the components of M, see [63]
[73] Besides, mre z Å cos a, where a is the contact angle (see Fig. 1 In the simplest case when the interfacial shearing and at a three-phase contact line. This derivation is made after bending effects are negligible, one has z Å 0, g Å s, and M Podstrigach and Povstenko (18). In spite of being purely Å 0, and Eq. [64] reduces to the classical Young equation: phenomenological, the hydrostatic approach is conceptually transparent and yields results in quite a general form. s cos a Å v II 0 v I .
[69] Let us consider a volume, V, containing a part of the contact line, C, and portions of the adjacent three phases For a Helfrich interface with curvature-dependent interfacial (see Fig. 2 
[79]
Here r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 are the mass densities of phases 1, 2, and 3; f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 are the respective body forces per unit mass; r ij and f ij are the respective mass density and body force for the interface S ij ; likewise, r L and f L are mass density and body force for the contact line C; m ij is a unit vector which is simultaneously tangential to the surface S ij and  FIG. 2 . Sketch of the volume V which entails a portion of the three-normal to the contour encircling S ij ; finally phase contact line, C, and is composeed of the volumes V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 of phases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For additional information, see text.
is the contribution of the linear stress to the net force exerted and S 23 , respectively. Note that each of the tensors s 12 , s 13 , on the volume V. Similarly, the net force exerted on the and s 23 has both lateral and transversal components with volume V 1 reads respect to the interface, cf. Eq. [67] . Finally, by s L we denote the linear stress tensor at the contact line C. 
The tensors of the interfacial moments in the surfaces
[78] By using Eqs.
[80] and [81] and analogous expressions for V 2 , V 3 , S 13 , and S 23 from Eq.
[79] we get where e 1 å e x , e 2 å e y , and e 3 å e z are the unit vectors of the Cartesian axes; l is the running unit tangent to the con- [82] rium the net force and the net moment exerted at the volume V must be equal to zero. Let us start with the force balance. The force exerted on the volume V is a superposition of Finally, by making use of the Newton-Leibnitz theorem, viz. body force, bulk stresses exerted at the surface of the volume It is instructive to illustrate the application of the derived Balance of the angular momentum. The net moment equations as boundary conditions for a specified problem. (torque) exerted on the volume V is Let us consider the ''meniscus on a needle'' depicted in Fig.  1 for a small meniscus slope when the Laplace equation can be linearized:
Here Dr is the difference in density between the lower and
[88] upper phases and g is the gravity acceleration. To obtain Eq.
[95] we have used that DP Å guDr (flat interface at infinity) and we have assumed a Helfrich interface. In fact, this In a similar way one can write expressions for the net moment exerted at the volume V 1 and the surface S 12 :
equation is a fourth-order ordinary differential equation (u Å u(r)) and four boundary conditions are needed. 
where l is a coordinate along the surface normal and equal to zero at the dividing surface, and P a is the homogeneous which is a tensor in three dimensions. The corresponding isotropic pressure ''below'' the interface and P b the corretwo-dimensional surface tensor equals sponding pressure ''above'' the interface. We then have the following micromechanical definitions of the surface tension
as was already anticipated above. Since B Å 1 2 U S :M and U
The tensor L is defined as
In the equations for g and z above, the variable It serves the following purpose. In order to calculate the tangential tensions and the bending moments we need to
know the forces acting upon a vectorial surface element, dS orth , of a sectorial strip that is perpendicular to the dividing is recognized as the local dilatation factor for the area of a surface. Then, according to Eliassen (4) parallel surface compared to that of the dividing surface.
In connection with the work of formation of the interface dS orth Å nrLdldl,
[116] at constant chemical potentials we define another quantity where n is a vector in the tangent plane of the dividing dw f /da Å 0
U S :(P 0 P b U)xdl surface, normal to the above-mentioned perpendicular sectorial strip at values of l different from zero. Then nrL is a vector perpendicular to the sectorial strip.
[128] which, due to the orthogonality of U S and q, is consistent with Eqs. [12] and [34], i.e., Thus, the work of formation at constant chemical potentials is closely related to the deformation work for pure dilatation.
As was pointed out above, the infinitesimal deformation
[120] work is the same in an open and in a closed system (in the thermodynamic sense). Finally, we note that if DP Å 0 it follows that dw f Å gda. As to the interpretation of l 1 we it follows that
Below, we treat the special cases of spherical and cylindri-of formation of a spherical aggregate at constant chemical potentials amounts to cal interfaces. Some of the formulas quoted have been published earlier, cf. Ref. (16) .
Finally, it should be mentioned that Eqs.
[121] and [125]
The Spherical Interface
As an example of the application of the above relations Å (4pR 2 /3)(g / BH 2 /R) we will take the case of a spherical interface. If the radius of the dividing surface is denoted by R, the following rela-
2 dr where, now,
[136]
The radius of the surface of tension, R sot , is obtained by setting B and p c equal to zero. We obtain Further,
The Laplace equation reads
where we have also used the condition of mechanical equiwith H Å 01/R. The negative of curvature pressure, 0p c , librium equals BH 2 Å B/R 2 . The condition of lateral mechanical equilibrium requires that Ç S g and BÇ S H should both be equal to zero, which is obviously satisfied on a sphere. Fi-
[138] nally Equation [138] can be obtained by substituting the Laplace
[129].
[133] The Cylindrical Interface whence For a cylindrical surface we have quite generally H Å D Å 01/2R and l Å r 0 R where R is the radius of the dividing surface, and
[134]
We then have Thus, for a cylindrical surface 
and
The micromechanical definitions of s ww and s zz , Eq.
[142], then yield, after simple calculations, and 
[165] An important quantity in the thermodynamics of micelle solutions is the work of formation at chemical equilibrium, from which we conclude that the integral on the right-hand i.e., when the chemical potential of surfactant monomers in side must be independent of R and equal to zero, although the solution is the same as for the surfactant molecules in this may not be immediately apparent. However, the micelles. The work of formation of a cylindrical micelle can be written in two different ways corresponding to two different modes of formation at constant chemical potentials.
In the first mode, the cylindrical part is stretched very slowly in the z-direction so that chemical equilibrium is
[158]
which implies that the right-hand side of Eq.
[165] is indeIn the second mode the cylindrical part is formed by letting pendent of R and equal to zero. a wedge-shaped cylindrical sector (like a piece of cake)
According which e and s z are diagonal, which means that only diagonal branes, no reason why s S should be diagonal in the basis of the normal curvatures, the definition equation, Eq.
[34], matrices can be expressed as linear combinations of e and s z alone. Thus, it was explicitly admitted in the theory of will now be generalized to read Gurkov and Kralchevsky (16) A completely general deformation rate can be represented Then, in the basis of the principal curvatures as
Further, according to Gurkov and Kralchevsky (16) , the rate where the three matrices correspond to e (the unit matrix), of deformation work per unit surface equals s z , and s x . The matrix
The first term on the right-hand side has already been evalu-(the deformation tensor being, by definition, symmetric) and ated above. The second term obviously depends on the nature because it would represent a pure rotation. In tensor form of M S . In the general case the calculus becomes extremely the above equation can be written in the following way involved. However, in the special case where M S is diagonal (replacing Eq. [10] ) in the basis of the normal curvatures, which may possibly be a less stringent condition, at least for isotropic interfaces,
than the corresponding condition applied to s S , the second term in the above equation for dw s /dt will contain no contriwhere q 1 is obtained from q by rotation through an angle bution whatever from the term 1 2 b g 1 q 1 in the expression for equal to 45Њ about the surface normal. Then Eq. [9] may be extended by the following relations d as is easily shown using the tensor relation q 1 :q 1 Å 2; U S :q 1 Å 0; q:q 1 Å 0 A:(BrC) Å (ArB):C.
[179] qrq 1 Å q 2 ; qrq 2 Å q 1 ; q 1 rq 2 Å q.
[173]
This, in turn, implies that Eq.
[A11] in the article by Gurkov Further, it can be shown that and Kralchevsky (16) [185]
This means that in addition to the variations in Eqs. [4] -and Eq.
[45] as follows [7] we have the additional variation p c Å U S :(brM S rb).
[194] db 1 Å q 1 :ddt Å q 1 :Ç S s.
[186] Finally, it should be pointed out that both M and s of surfactant-laden interfaces in a fluid state at equilibrium are From Eq.
[185] it also follows that most likely to be diagonal in the basis of the principal curvatures, since, locally, there will be no preferential directions da Å U S :ddt Å U S :Ç S s 0 2Hc in the surface except the directions of principal curvature.
and CONCLUSION db Å q:ddt Å q:Ç S s 0 2Dc, In the present paper several novel forms are derived of the Laplace equilibrium condition in the normal direction i.e., we have recovered Eqs. [4] and [5] .
for a flexible interface of arbitrary curvature. Additionally, In the integrand of the second integral in Eq. [2] we we have treated the associated boundary conditions in some now have an additional term z 1 db 1 , and Eq. [12] should be depth. Finally, we have indicated the route along which an replaced by even more generally valid thermodynamics can be generated by refraining from making the assumption that the rate-ofstrain d tensor is diagonal in the basis of the principal curvag S Å gU S / zq / z 1 q 1 .
[187] tures. Adding the contribution from the bulk phases we obtain dw s Å gda / zdb / BdH / UdD.
[197] Eq. [2] . In the case where some of the components are insoluble in the bulk liquid phase(s), notably if the components (i Å 1, . . . , M) are soluble and at equilibrium with the environment,
